IN MOTION.

„Seminar in motion“
Almost every speaker knows this
sight:
The participants sit on their chairs listlessly, only
physically present. In their minds they are planning
their next vacation or are simply daydreaming.
Some participants are straining themselves to hide
their tiredness. Those can often be identified by
their fixed gaze.
For the speaker it is a hard fight to avoid this because the human brain loves change and distraction.
Keeping your audient’s interest and attention to
your talk from the first to the last minute is what
every speaker aims for and an art in itself. How to
achieve this easily?

We have something for you to gird yourself for the
classical loss in attention: the concept of a “moved
seminar”. This is our way to give you, as a speaker, a tool to keep your audience’s level of attention and concentration permanently high. How
that works? Very simple – with a couple of active
breaks at the right time.
On the following pages we will show you how this
alternative method, that is based on the finding,
that movement enhances learning and concentration, works.
Find out, which simple possibilities you have
at Schloss Freundenfels to create your seminar
active

Your first aid kit:
the FitBox.
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The equipment of the FitBox
We may now introduce you to the FitBox, your first aid kit
for tired or unmotivated seminar participants. You will find
it in every seminar room. It contains exercise equipment
and training cards, that illustrate and explain the exercises.

4x Training cards

4x Balance pad

4x Flexvit Multistrap

4x Blackroll Mini

4x Blackroll Ball

4x Blackroll Standard
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Make use of breaks
The quick solution in case
of an emergency:

Prevention is better than
cure:

The Activity Quickie (2-5 min)

Long break (15-20 min)

Application:

Application:

The activity quickie acts as a short activation whenever you notice your participant’s concentration
is decreasing. A few short exercises in-between
are a nice change to clear your participant’s head
and enable them to follow you full of attention.

The “Long break” serves to conclude a treated
content or to start a longer break. Movement
helps to deepen new knowledge and helps to get
your attendees follow your seminar full of energy.

Exercise:

Suggestion:

Take the training cards out of the Fitbox and set
up the training stations. One station consists of
the exercise equipment and the corresponding
card. Of course, you can hand this task over to
your participants or even coordinate it with a
small team game. In every exercise the equipment is used to train body strength, coordination
or relaxation. A great variety of exercises is also
provided in the Activity-Booklet.

Encourage your attendees to perform those exercises independently from time to time.

Variation:

Ask your audience to take the Activity-Booklet
that are laid out ready in hand. In this booklet the
participants will find suitable exercises for activation and mobilization in the section “Activity
Quickie”. According to desire and time, one or two
exercises can be done.

Variation:
There is no limit to your imagination and the Activity Quickie can be used very versatile. For example, all participants can do the same exercises
together, provided that always one of the participants decides on the exercise.

Exercise:

End your walking meeting with „long break“. If the
weather is nice, you could perform the exercises
outdoor. Also fresh air enhances creativity and
problem solving thinking.

Top tips for success:
Take a close look at the FitBox, its exercise equipment and training cards before the seminar.
Check out the Activity Booklet, so you know which information is provided to your participants.
Set an alarm (using your phone or a watch) so you do not forget breaks.
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Making your seminar more active
Further possibilities to make your seminar
more active:

Walking meeting

The Swopper

Instead of sitting down at a table in a conference
room, meetings can also be held while walking, for
example in the garden of roses. A walking meeting
does not only keep your body in shape but also
clears your head and stimulates your grey matter.

The active stool supports constant changes of
your sitting position. As the Swopper follows your
movements, your back stays straight even when
leaning over the table. This reduces the unilateral
pressure on the spine and the intervertebral discs.
Sitting dynamically on the Swopper strengthens
the abdominal, back and leg muscles and prevents
back pain. In addition, the formation of synovial
fluid is stimulated, and ligaments and tendons
are tightened. This, in turn, prevents arthropathy.
As the Swopper seat is convex, there is no blood
congestion in the veins, which improves the return
of blood to the heart.

Outdoor session
It is a good option to take your participants outside to do team work or a discussion. Therefore,
Schloss Freudenfels offers plenty of great seating
outside.
Moving outside into fresh air lifts the spirit, stimulates creativity and releases happiness hormones.

You will find the Swopper in every seminar room.
Tell your participants about the advantages of this
active stool and encourage them to make use of
them.

Why are breaks useful?
The attention span of humans runs in cycles. At
the end of one cycle, which is usually between 90
and 110 minutes, the brain needs a break to conclude what it learned and to recreate its full ability
to work.

new neuronal connections and therefore for the
deepening of new knowledge in our brain. Hence,
movement promotes long-term learning.

What impact does movement have
on our body?

The effect of active breaks

powered by

Long sitting causes your participant’s calorie consumption to decline, their metabolism and cardiovascular system are running low. This makes their
performance and attention decrease. Physical
activity enhances the blood flow, thus, oxygen and
energy supply to the brain.
At the same time, movement ensures the balanced
operation of the messenger hormone dopamine,
also known as the happiness hormone. Moreover, dopamine is responsible for the formation of

Active breaks are comparable to a reboot for the
brain and enable your audience to focus again on
the relevant contents you present. However, they
do not only help to absorb new knowledge better,
but also improve the ability to remember it.
Become part of “Freudenfels in motion” and get
your seminar participants moving!
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